
Electric-Fence, Address Sanitizer and Valgrind are tools used to detect memory access 

error issues, such as 

• Out-of-bounds access to heap, stack, globals 

• Use-after-free 

• Double free (invalid free) 

• Memory leaks  

Next, the usage of these debug tools will be introduced. 

Electric-Fence  

Need to download Efence tool online and compile, then link the compiled library to our 

code with -lefence -lpthread. 

It's said that we just need to link the compiled libefence.a to our code, but I tried and 

failed when compile the debug code. 

So can link libefence.o to our code. 

1. Download efence from https://packages.debian.org/sid/arm64/electric-

fence/download  and extract the file. 

>tar -xvf electric-fence_2.2.5.tar.gz 

2. Modify compile environment. Enter the extracted file electric-fence, modify its 

Makefile. 

 

>. /opt/fsl-imx-internal-xwayland/4.9-rocko/environment-setup-aarch64-poky-linux 

>cd electric-fence 

>electric-fence$ vi Makefile 

>CC= $(CROSS_COMPILE)gcc --sysroot=$(SDKTARGETSYSROOT)          #line 15 

>AR= $(CROSS_COMPILE)ar                                                                         #line 16 

 

3. Compile Efence tool, and create soft link. 

>electric-fence$ make clean 

>electric-fence$ make -j4 

>electric-fence$ ln -s libefence.so.0.0 libefence.so.0 

>electric-fence$ ln -s libefence.so.0 libefence.so 

 

 

https://packages.debian.org/sid/arm64/electric-fence/download
https://packages.debian.org/sid/arm64/electric-fence/download


4. Add -lefence -lpthread to the compile option in Makefile.am of debug code, take 

vpu_wrapper as example, we modify Makefile.am  like this: 

>libfslvpuwrap_la_LDFLAGS = -version-info $(COMPATNUM) -lefence -lpthread 

5. Copy the compiled efence library libefence.so, libefence.so.0, libefence.so.0.0 to 

the rootfs/usr/lib of our code and board, respectively. 

 

>electric-fence$ cp libefence.so* xxx/rootfs/usr/lib    (copy to the rootfs/usr/lib of our 

code ) 

>cp xxx/libefence.so* /usr/lib (copy to the board) 

 

6. Now compile the corresponding repo, copy to board, and start to debug with 

gdb.  Use backtrace can see the cause of the problem. 

         >gdb --args gplay-1.0 

/mnt/streams/ttVector/SHAVectors/VideoRec/101_H264_720x480_30_1000_MP3_32_12

8_1.avi  

Address Sanitizer 

Address Sanitizer tool can be opened using -fsanitize=address. If need to check the 

memory access issue of certain part, just add  -fsanitize=address to the complie and 

link option in Makefile.am. 

1. Take vpu_wrapper as example, we modify the Makefile.am like this: 

 

>libfslvpuwrap_la_CFLAGS = -fsanitize=address   

>libfslvpuwrap_la_LDFLAGS = -version-info $(COMPATNUM) -fsanitize=address 

 

2. To avoid the warning "ASan runtime does not come first in initial library list; you 

should either link runtime to your application or manually preload it with 

LD_PRELOAD", need to set on board like this: 

>export LD_PRELOAD=/usr/lib/libasan.so       (set on board） 

 

3. Now compile the corresponding repo, copy to board, and start to debug. Then 

error heap-use-after-free like the following occurs. 

>gplay-1.0 

/mnt/streams/ttVector/SHAVectors/VideoRec/101_H264_720x480_30_1000_M

P3_32_128_1.avi 



 

 

 Valgrind 

 Valgrind can be used to check when meet unitialized memory, out-of-bounds to read and 

write, memory cover, dynamic memory management error and memory leak. 

 Fortunately, Valgrind tool is already available on board.  

1. Copy Valgrind and glib-2.0 lib to board, respectively.  

 

 

2. Add Valgrind and corresponding options before the command line and start to 

debug. The usage of Valgrind tool can be got with valgrind -h directly. 

         >valgrind --tool=memcheck --leak-check=full --show-possibly-lost=no --show-

reachable=no gplay-1.0 /mnt/streams/ttVector/SHAVectors/xxxxxxxx 

     3.  Then results like below will appear. Detailed backtrace of the code can also be 

seen. 

          "definitely lost" means your program is leaking memory, that is what need to fix. 

 

==8146== LEAK SUMMARY: 

==8146==    definitely lost: 18,480 bytes in 7 blocks 

==8146==    indirectly lost: 496 bytes in 4 blocks 

==8146==      possibly lost: 79,189 bytes in 2,236 blocks 

==8146==    still reachable: 2,930,160 bytes in 48,719 blocks 

==8146==                       of which reachable via heuristic: 

==8146==                         length64           : 1,632 bytes in 30 blocks 

==8146==                         newarray           : 1,728 bytes in 28 blocks 

==8146==         suppressed: 0 bytes in 0 blocks 

==8146== Reachable blocks (those to which a pointer was found) are not shown. 

==8146== To see them, rerun with: --leak-check=full --show-leak-kinds=all 

 


